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52677WA
Advanced Diploma of Remote 
Engineering, Mechatronics 
and Robotics**

** A note regarding recognition of this program in the Australian education system: the course is owned by EIT’s sister company, IDC Technologies 
and IDC gives EIT permission to deliver the course. The qualification is officially accredited within the Australian Qualifications Framework by the 
Training Accreditation Council (TAC), and EIT is approved by the Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) for delivery by EIT in all Australian states. 
EIT delivers this program to students worldwide.

ENGINEER YOUR CAREER
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Remote Engineering, also referred to as Online 
Engineering, aims to facilitate the shared use of 
equipment, resources and specialized software such 
as simulators. 

The International Association of Online Engineering 
(IAOE) is an international non-profit organization. 
Its objective is to encourage the wide development, 
distribution and application of Online Engineering (OE). 

According to the IAOE, the reasons for the growing 
importance of sharing engineering resources include:
• The growing complexity of engineering tasks
• The increasing proliferation of specialized and 

expensive equipment
• The need for expensive equipment and software 

tools/simulators in short-lived projects
• The application of high-tech equipment
• The need for highly-qualified staff to control new 

equipment

Mechatronics, on the other hands, is an 
interdisciplinary field of engineering and integrates 
several technologies. These include:
• The mechanical subsystem, which is the device 

being controlled
• A variety of sensors capable of measuring the 

controlled variables
• An instrumentation subsystem to interface sensors 

and actuators to the controlling computer
• The controller, which can, for example, be a 

microcontroller or a PLC
• The software for the controller which can be written in 

a myriad of ways including machine-level languages

A Mechatronics engineer or technician has to view a 
system as a whole, and offer solutions to problems with 
multiple variables. As explained above, modern systems 
do not only combine several fundamental disciplines 
such as control theory, electronic systems, mechanical 
systems and computers but they often require hybrid 
technologies where these basic disciplines overlap. It is 
therefore mandatory for the engineer to transcend the 
traditional barriers and acquire new skills. 

The integration of technologies in engineering 
applications is upon us and it is here to stay. This makes 
it almost mandatory for everyone in the Engineering 
world to become familiar with relevant technology. Be 
ready for this change with our Advanced Diploma in 
Remote Engineering, Mechatronics and Robotics. 

Why EIT?
INDUSTRY-ORIENTED
EIT programs are specifically designed by an international body of 
industry experts, ensuring you graduate with cutting-edge skills that are 
valued by employers around the world. 

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCED INSTRUCTORS 
Our instructors include highly experienced engineers, with real-world 
knowledge, NOT just academics.  

WORLD CLASS EDUCATION
EIT programs are fully accredited in Australia and recognized by many 
authorizing bodies around the world. 

FLEXIBILITY 
Our innovative online delivery model ensures that you have access to the 
best instructors and resources 24 hours a day. You can participate from 
anywhere in the world, as long as you have an Internet connection. 

DEDICATED SUPPORT 
You will be supported by a dedicated Learning Support Officer for the 
duration of your studies, giving you a greater chance of success. 

GLOBAL REACH 
EIT’s current students join from over 140 countries, with expert 
instructors based around the globe, providing you with a truly 
international perspective. 

ENGINEERING SPECIALIST 
EIT is one of the only private colleges in the world specializing in 
engineering.

INTRODUCTION

Honesty, Integrity:  
Our Word is Our Bond
The Engineering Institute of Technology 
(EIT) is dedicated to ensuring our students 
receive a world-class education and gain 
job ready skills that can be immediately 
implemented in the workplace. Our 
staff members uphold our ethos 
of honesty and integrity and our 
students are also expected to carry 
this ethos throughout their time at 
our institute, and into their careers. 



1.  Remote (Online) Engineering

2.  Engineering Computing

3.  Electro-Technology

4.  Electrical Actuators

5.  Robot Mechanics

6.  Robot Kinematics

7.  Analog Circuit Design

8.  Digital Circuit Design

9.  Machine Vision

10.  Closed Loop Motion Control Systems

11.  Programming Languages

12.  Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)

13.  Embedded Systems

14.  Machine Sensors

15.  Machine Communication Technologies

16.  Industrial Robotic Arms
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r	 Electrical/Electronic Systems

r	 Mechanical Systems

r	 Computers

r	 Control Systems

Program Structure

Please  note:  Program content is subject to change. Due to rapidly changing 
technology and based on feedback from students, instructors and industry, 
EIT programs are continuously being updated and improved.

WHO WILL BENEFIT

} Automation and Process Engineers

} Chemical or Mechanical engineer

} Consulting Engineers

} Design Engineers

} Technologists

} Maintenance Engineers and Supervisors

} Instrument Fitters and Instrumentation

OUR VALUE PLUS OFFER
Once you have enrolled in this course, you will have 
access to interactive online webinars, simulation 
software and a dedicated Learning Support Officer. 

In addition, you will receive the following as part 
of our Value Plus offer:

r  ACCESS TO OUR LIBRARY OF 
TECHNICAL EBOOkS FOR THE 
DURATION OF YOUR COURSE, 
VALUED AT OVER US$3500! 

PLUS a choice of:

r  50% OFF TWO IDC TECHNOLOGIES 
VIDEO COURSES*

OR

r  TWO PLACES AT ANY IDC 
TECHNOLOGIES CONFERENCE 
(CONFERENCE COmPONENT  
ONLY, EXCLUDES WORkSHOP  
IF AVAILABLE)*  

You may also be eligible for a tax deduction on 
your personal income tax – contact your tax 
advisor for more information.
*to be used within 2 years of program registration and 
subject to availability. Your fee for this program must be up-
to-date. The offer does not include travel, accommodation 
or other costs. EIT is not responsible for cancellation or 
postponement of IDC Technologies training options and 
conferences. When registering for an IDC video course or 
conference, please specify you are claiming the Value Plus 
offer. Other conditions may apply at our discretion.

The program comprises 16 modules. These cover the following four main threads to provide maximum practical coverage in the 
fields of Remote Engineering, Mechatronics and Robotics:

WHAT YOU WILL GAIN
Skills in the latest remote engineering and mechatronics 
technologies

Practical guidance from experts in the field of remote engineering 
and mechatronics 

Global networking contacts in the industry

Improved career prospects and income

A world-class Advanced Diploma of Remote Engineering, 
Mechatronics and Robotics

1
2
3
4
5

Anyone who wants to gain solid knowledge of the key elements of 
industrial automation to improve their work skills and to further their 
job prospects, including:



Why Online?
EIT recognizes that many of our potential students have work and/or family commitments which 
makes pursuing further study very challenging. Our online programs have been specifically 
designed to reduce the significant financial, time and travel commitments often required by 
traditional on-campus programs. 

REmOTE LABS  
You will participate in practical laboratory 
assignments using remote laboratories 
and simulation software, to ensure you 
receive the requisite hands-on experience. 
The hardware equipment connected to 
most of the computers, both industrial 
and educational, allow you to perform real 
implementation of engineering activities 
by interfacing the computers, software and 
simulators to real-world hardware.

ENTRY REqUIREmENTS 
To gain entry into this program, you need to 
meet EIT’s entry requirements. All program 
entry requirements are available on the  
EIT website. 

DELIVERY
EIT uses an innovative, online approach to 
ensure that you have a supportive, interactive 
and practical education experience. Our 
delivery model involves live, interactive online 
webinars, remote laboratories, simulation 
software and assignments with support from 
a dedicated Learning Support Officer and 
Academic Staff. 

Webinars are conducted using a specialized, 
live, interactive software system. You will 
receive course materials and assessments 
through an online Learning Management 
System which is available 24 hours a day. 

All you need to participate is an adequate 
Internet connection, a computer, speakers 
and, if possible, a microphone.  

DURATION AND TImE COmmITmENT
This program is presented through 
intensive, part-time delivery over 18 
months.  Successful students are likely to 
spend approximately 10-15 hours per week 
in order to cover the material adequately 
and to gain sufficient knowledge in each 
module.  This includes the preparatory 
reading, attendance at each webinar 
and the time necessary to complete the 
assignments and laboratory work. 

The program is not delivered via a 
traditional semester, or term based system.  
EIT delivers this program continuously  
over 18 months; however students will 
receive a short break over the December 
festive season. 

BENEFITS OF ONLINE DELIVERY

r Upgrade your skills and refresh your 
knowledge without having to take valuable 
time away from work

r Learn from almost anywhere – all you 
need is an Internet connection

r Interact and network with participants 
from around the globe and gain valuable 
insight into international practice

r Learn from international industry experts

r Revisit recordings of webinars whenever 
and as often as you wish

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION 
For information regarding accreditation and 
professional recognition of EIT programs, 
please visit our website.   

COmPREHENSIVE EBOOkS AND ASSOCIATED DOCUmENTATION 
There are a number of potential electronic resources available to 
you for your work during the program. These include: 

IDC Technologies Library – an engineering eBook library of over 
three hundred books and additional resources.

Elsevier knovel® for Academia – a cloud-based service that offers 
you 24x7 access to relevant and reliable technical information 
wherever you are.

HOW TO APPLY
To apply, please contact us at eit@eit.edu.au and one of our qualified Course 
Advisors will be happy to assist and guide you through the application 
process. Alternatively you can contact your nearest EIT office by telephone, 
please see our website for international EIT Office contact details.

For detailed module outlines and course information, please visit our 
website: https://www.eit.edu.au/cms/courses/industrial-automation-
instrumentation-process-control/advanced-diploma/52677wa-
advanced-diploma-of-remote-engineering-mechatronics-and-robotics

For fee information, please visit: https://www.eit.edu.au/cms/about-
eit/program-fees

Find out more at www.eit.edu.au or email eit@eit.edu.au
The information contained in this publication is accurate and current at the date of publishing. For up-to-date information, 
please visit our website: www.eit.edu.au or contact EIT at eit@eit.edu.au. 
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